Planned structure:
The workshop in ICME13 will meet once with 90 minutes working time. At the beginning of the time, we first introduce our research project and theoretical perspective by using the projector or poster. In this introduction, we consider the first and second key questions mentioned above. Then we would like participants divide into three small topic groups, depending on their interests. Each contributor will take part in each topic group such as theoretical framework, teaching materials The sum of S n of the first n terms of an arithmetic sequence with the first term a and common difference d is given by the following formula. 1+ 2 ++ n = n(n +1) / 2 1 2 + 2 2 ++ n 2 = n(n +1)(2n +1) / 6 §3. Mathematical induction 3.1 Recurrence relation
The following statements are proven by mathematical induction.
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